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Page 358 Transcription (revised Boas-Hunt alphabet)
At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
SFQSFTFOUJOHPOFPGUIFGPSFGBUIFSTPGUIFQSFTFOUDMBO OPUUIFJSኈSTUBODFTUPS XIPTFOBNFXBT/čtMJT or
Watse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear ( ኈH 
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The bear broke the dam which prevented the property of /PtMJT going up the river. The outer mask shows
/PtMJT in a state of rage vanquishing his rivals; the inner side shows him kindly disposed, distributing property
in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1
Click on underlined text with

for cross references.

0RXVHRYHUKLJKOLJKWHG.ZDN·ZDODQDPHVWHUPV
for lookup options.

Show George Hunt Revisions

1. A bear is standing at the River of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ2 is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT
Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3

Show George Hunt Commentaries

Show Annotations

Compare Related Material

Images

Audio

1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
5PPHSFBUJT XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string
is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
IV. MARRIAGE.

Video

Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained
__________________________________
1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
4UPOFTIFBUFEJOUIFኈSFGPSCPJMJOHUIFGPPEUPCFVTFEJOUIFGFBTU
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Page 358 Transcription (revised Boas-Hunt alphabet)
At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
SFQSFTFOUJOHPOFPGUIFGPSFGBUIFSTPGUIFQSFTFOUDMBO OPUUIFJSኈSTUBODFTUPS XIPTFOBNFXBT/čtMJT or
Watse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear ( ኈH 
this mask Belong to the ZÁFYwBHʱֶNF<OֶNFNB>of the RᏑPNPZֶXF
UIJTNBTLJTTIPXO#ZUIFDIJFGXIFOIFHJWFTB#JH1PUMBUDIUPBMMUIF%F፩FSFOUUSJCFT
݀<JUSFQSFTFOUTUIFBODFTUPS>ZֶYwBHʱֶNF)( VOU Q 

for cross references.

0RXVHRYHUKLJKOLJKWHG.ZDN·ZDODQDPHVWHUPV
for lookup options.

The bear broke the dam which prevented the property of /PtMJT going up the river. The outer mask shows
/PtMJT in a state of rage vanquishing his rivals; the inner side shows him kindly disposed, distributing property
in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1

Show George Hunt Revisions
(SJ[[MZ#FBSTPOHPGUIF,XֶLXBLXᏑֶN of the 2ᏑPNPZֶXF
#BዾXֶT#FBSTPOHCFMPOH<JOH>UPNulis ()VOU Q 
Show George Hunt Commentaries

Show Annotations

Compare Related Material

1. A bear is standing at the River of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ2 is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT
Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3
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<">HSFBUHSFBT<F>GFBTUTPOHPGZ¤RֶXFE of HFYTֶN of the HXFUֶMB ()VOU Q)

1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
5PPHSFBUJT XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string
is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
IV. MARRIAGE.
Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained
__________________________________
1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
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Page 358 Transcription (revised Boas-Hunt alphabet)
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At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
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1. A bear is standing at the River
of Advanced
the Wanderer
who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ2 is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT

Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3
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1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
5PPHSFBUJT XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string
is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
IV. MARRIAGE.

Video

Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained
__________________________________
1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
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At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
SFQSFTFOUJOHPOFPGUIFGPSFGBUIFSTPGUIFQSFTFOUDMBO OPUUIFJSኈSTUBODFTUPS XIPTFOBNFXBT/čtMJT or
Watse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear ( ኈH 
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The bear broke the dam which prevented the property of /PtMJT going up the river. The outer mask shows
/PtMJT in a state of rage vanquishing his rivals; the inner side shows him kindly disposed, distributing property
in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1
Click on underlined text with

for cross references.

0RXVHRYHUKLJKOLJKWHG.ZDN·ZDODQDPHVWHUPV
for lookup options.

Show George Hunt Revisions

1. A bear is standing at the River of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ2 is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT
Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3
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1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
5PPHSFBUJT XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string
is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
IV. MARRIAGE.

Video

Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained
__________________________________
1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
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POTLATCH MASK OF THE ,ڀ,8"t,6..
Double mask capable of being opened and closed by
means of strings.
(a)Images
Outer view, representing the ancestor in an angry state
of mind, vanquishing his rivals. (b) The mask opened,
representing the ancestor in a pleasant state of mind,
distributing property.
(IV A, No. 1243, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin.
Audio by A. Jacobsen.)
Collected

XPMGPOGPSIFBEZÁFYwBHʱֶNF mask of the RᏑPNPZֶXF
Video
)VOU
Q  see 'JH)
ZÁFYwBHʱֶNĂPSGBTUXBMLFSNBTL )VOU Q
(see 'JH)

Johan Adrian Jacobsen collected this transformation mask (Fig. 5.1) for the Berlin Museum around
JQYGXGTJGTGEQTFGFPQEQNNGEVKQPNQECVKQPPQTURGEK፫EKPHQTOCVKQPCDQWVKV5QQPCHVGT
,CEQDUGPRWDNKUJGFCPKNNWUVTCVKQPQHVJGOCUMKPVJGCEEQWPVQHJKUVTCXGNUCNQPIVJG0QTVJ2CEK፫E
Coast (Fig. 5.2), although with no direct reference to it in the text (Jacobsen 1884:128, 1977:78).
Likely around 1894, Boas used a colored painting of the mask by Albert Grünwedel (Fig. 5.3) to solicit
KPHQTOCVKQPCDQWVKV#EEQTFKPIVQJKUPQVGUQPVJGRCKPVKPIKVFGRKEVGFCPCPEGUVQT፫IWTGKPVYQ
emotional states—one on the outer and one on the inner face—surmounted by a bear that played a
MG[TQNGKPCPCPEGUVTCNGPEQWPVGT*GHWTVJGTKFGPVK፫GFKVCUDGNQPIKPIVQVJGPַOGOC “-ܴMYÂܴMWO”
(-YַMYCMYᏘַO) of the “3ĎOĎ[WÔ” (3ᏘQOQ[ַYG) Band, and referred to a “Bax’us” ($CዿYַU) song
TGNCVGFVQVJGOCUMܴUWUGDWVFKFPQVTGEQTFN[TKEUHQTKV6JGUG፫GNFPQVGUNKMGN[RTQXKFGFVJGDCUKU
for the information that Boas added to the Berlin museum’s catalogue card for the object (Fig. 5.4),
possibly around 1895.
$QCUܴUFGUETKRVKQPQHVJGOCUMKPVJGVGZVCNUQUGGOUVQDGFTCYPHTQOVJGUG፫GNFPQVGU
*QYGXGTJGNGCXGUUQOGQHVJGPQVGUQWV KFGPVK፫ECVKQPQHVJGCPCVQOKECNRCTVURCKPVGFQPVJG
mask’s inner and outer faces), and he adds new material: a name for the ancestor in question,
“No’lis,” along with the lyrics to a song used with the mask. The original Kwak’wala of the song, with
Appendix on pg. 670-71. The mask is noteworthy as one
an interlinear translation, is given in the
of the few illustrated in the book’s section on potlatches, as opposed to the “secret society” sections,
CPFCUCPKPFKECVQTVJCV$QCUTGEQIPK\GFVJGFK፪GTGPEGDGVYGGPVJGVYQV[RGUQHOCUMCPFVJGKT
context of use. Boas may have chosen it to illustrate his discussion of the distribution of property
during potlatches because the song he linked to the mask invokes property.

Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5.2

Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

#VUQOGRQKPVNKMGN[KPVJGGCTN[U)GQTIG*WPVTGEQTFGFCFK፪GTGPVCPEGUVQTܴUPCOG
“[ַZxÂIʲַO=G?,” next to Fig. 5 in his personal copy of the 1897 book. In his 1921 manuscript, he
expanded on this note, calling Fig. 5 ܷÂɒÂPַOַIÔYÂNÂ[CGZxCIʲַOă or wolf on forhead [ÂGZxCIʲַOG
mask of the SᏘQOQ[ַYG,” (Fig. 5.5; see also Fig. 5.9 FK፪GTKPIHTQO$QCUDQVJKPVJGKPVGTRTGVCVKQP
QHVJGOCUMܴUVQR፫IWTGCPFKPVJGMKPITQWRVJG;CGZxCIʲַOGVJCVJGKFGPVK፫GFCUVJGQYPGTU
Hunt further commented that “this mask was shown By ɒᏘÂSQቬCU Here in Fort Rupert when he give
CYC[$NCPMGVUCPFECPQGUVQCNNVJG&G፪GTGPVVTKDGUܸKPHQTOCVKQP$QCUTGVCKPGFKPJKUWPRWDNKUJGF
manuscript of 1924 (Fig. 5.6). ɒᏘCSQቬCU was evidently the ;CGZxCIʲַOG chief of that name whose
many potlatches are the subject of a long series of texts published in Boas 1925. Kwakwaka’wakw
community researchers have collected genealogical and historical information that explains how the
stewardship of ;CGZxCIʲַOG hereditary prerogatives subsequently came to be in the hands of members
of the -YַMYCMYᏘַO group of the same band, in particular the successive inheritors of the name Nolis
(Nulis), thus providing context for Boas’s initial, incomplete documentation of the mask.
/CUMUTGRTGUGPVKPIVJGUCOG፫IWTGJCXGDGGPENCKOGFCPFFKURNC[GFD[CUWEEGUUKXGUGTKGUQHEJKGHU
holding the title Nulis throughout the 20th and into the 21st centuries, and it is now known as the
Nulis mask. One version was carved in the 1930s or 40s (Fig. 5.7) and collected by the UBC Museum
QH#PVJTQRQNQI[KP *CYVJQTPUGGCNUQ/C[GTCPF5JGNVQP #PQVJGTXGTUKQP
ECTXGFKPVJGUD[*CPM5RGEMKUEWTTGPVN[ KP ENCKOGFD[VJGRTGUGPV%JKGH0WNKU'F
Newman, who had it danced at his 2011 potlatch in Alert Bay (Fig. 5.8). While none were direct
EQRKGUQHVJGRTGXKQWUXGTUKQPUGCEJTGRTGUGPVUCOCPKHGUVCVKQPQHVJGUCOGEJKG፬[RTGTQICVKXG+V
is not currently known whether publication of the earlier masks in Boas and Hawthorn facilitated the
creation of the subsequent versions or if they were carved based on memory, direct instruction, or
general familiarity with the motif.
6JGOCUMEQNNGEVGFD[,CEQDUGPYCURKNHGTGFD[VJG5QXKGVUCVVJGGPFQH99++CPFUGPV፫TUVVQ
Leningrad and later to Leipzig, from where it was returned to Berlin in 1992. It has a spruce root bite
piece on the back (indicating that it was rigged to be worn on the face, unlike some chief’s masks
meant only to be held), it shows signs of once having had hair plugs (now missing) inserted into the
top rim, and of having been re- or overpainted at some point prior to collection (suggesting that it
may have been used on multiple ceremonial occasions or transferred between owners).
+PCGUUC[#PFTª$TGVQPHQWPFGTQHVJG5WTTGCNKUVOQXGOGPVKNNWUVTCVGFVJG$GTNKPOCUMCU
pictured in Boas (1897) and drew on Boas’s original interpretation to suggest the power of such
mechanical masks from the Northwest Coast to embody philosophical notions of transformation (in
Neuf: Revue de maison de la médecine=,WPG?TGRTKPVGFKP/CW\ª=? 
6JG$GTNKPOCUMYCUCNUQRWDNKUJGFKP$QN\CPF5CPPGT  

Fig. 5.5

Fig. 5.6

Fig. 5.7

Fig. 5.8
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Page 358 Transcription (revised Boas-Hunt alphabet)
At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
SFQSFTFOUJOHPOFPGUIFGPSFGBUIFSTPGUIFQSFTFOUDMBO OPUUIFJSኈSTUBODFTUPS XIPTFOBNFXBT/čtMJT or
Watse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear ( ኈH 
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The bear broke the dam which prevented the property of /PtMJT going up the river. The outer mask shows
/PtMJT in a state of rage vanquishing his rivals; the inner side shows him kindly disposed, distributing property
in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1
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1. A bear is standing at the River of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ2 is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT
Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3
1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
5PPHSFBUJT XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string
is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
IV. MARRIAGE.
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Share this
object

Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained
__________________________________
1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
4UPOFTIFBUFEJOUIFኈSFGPSCPJMJOHUIFGPPEUPCFVTFEJOUIFGFBTU
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At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to
its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan ,XهLXBLXهN of the 2PNPZٵهXF, a mask
SFQSFTFOUJOHPOFPGUIFGPSFGBUIFSTPGUIFQSFTFOUDMBO OPUUIFJSኈSTUBODFTUPS XIPTFOBNFXBT/čtMJT or
Watse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear ( ኈH 
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distributing
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ca.
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in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1
Click on underlined text with

for cross references.

0RXVHRYHUKLJKOLJKWHG.ZDN·ZDODQDPHVWHUPVIRU
lookup options.

Show George Hunt Revisions

Boas Fieldnotes
ca. 1894
(AMNH)

(Geschlossen {Closed}) – Kwakiutl. Das in ein Gesicht stellt die Mis-mis-salame dar. Man auf der Maske
ist der Wasco.
(Jacobsen).
{The imagewho
on the
face portrays
The man (creature) on
1. A bear is standing
at the River
of the Wanderer
traveled
all over the
the Mis-mis-salame.
world.
top of the mask is the Wasco.} $ÂuZWU (song).

2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
"EBOHFSPVTኈTIJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UXJMMQVUBMJNJUUPUIFMJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF
=1PFKCITCOKPFKECVKPIOCUM+8#?
2
is going
up the
river.
It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
:B5IFTJTهZVɘ
- MYÂuMWO
himself.
Wild
face.
(SFBUUIJOHTBSFHPJOHVQUIFSJWFS*UJTHPJOHVQUIFSJWFSUIFDPQQFSPGUIFFMEFTUCSPUIFSPGPVSUSJCFT
=1PFKCITCOKPFKECVKPICEEGUUQT[+8#?
bear, who broke the dam of the river of property.

Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 3
=1PUGEQPFECTF?
1፪GP]1RGP_ 3ĎOĎ[WÔ- MYÂuMWO
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1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
5IFHSFBUኈSFPGPVSDIJFGJOXIJDITUPOFTޖ4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
Hunt Manuscript
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes,
1920s
(APS)
QFSGPSNUIFኈSFEBODF
ÂɒÂPַOַIÔYÂNÂ[CGZxCIʲַOă or wolf-on-forhead [ÂGZxCIʲַOG mask of the SᏘQOQ[ַYG
mask was shown PVSDIJFG8IPFRVBMTPVSDIJFG)FJTHJWJOHGFBTUTUPUIFXIPMF
By ɒᏘÂSQቬCU Here in Fort Rupert when he give away Blankets and canoes to all
5PPHSFBUJT this
XIBUZPVBSFEPJOH
VJG&G፪GTGPVVTKDGU
world.
$FSUBJOMZIFIBTJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTGBUIFSUIBUIFOFWFSHJWFTBTNBMMGFBTUUPUIFMPXFSDIJFGT UIFDIJFG
of the tribes.
[ÂGZxCIʲhave
ַOG or
walkers.
thetheir
wolves.
The clan )BهtOBɘFOP
thefast
tradition
that
ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his
all the carveing of there Houses Posts is carved wolf. and Paintings.
belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description
1930s
and their feasting Deshes is wolves or ÂɒÂPַO or grizzly Bear or PÂPG
(APS)
and with a bow carved
the [ÂGZxCIʲ
shape ofַOă
theQTHCUVYCNMGTOCUM=KU?QP
double-headed snake. The bow
is simply a long carved and painted
andintheir
2CIG፫I.
stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the
snake is attached. When
the string
pulled,
the horns
erected and
the SᏘQOQ[ַYG=?
tongues pulled out. When the string
this mask
Belongis to
the [ÂGZxCIʲ
ַOGare
=PַOGOC?
of the
VJKUOCUMKUUJQYP$[VJGEJKGHYJGPJGIKXGUC$KI2QVNCVEJVQCNNVJG&G፪GTGPVVTKDGU
is slackened, the horns
drop down and the tongues slide back again ( Plate 
Hunt Manuscript

CPFKVKUPGXGTIKXGPVQ=C?UQPKPNCYQPNGUUJGJCUCUQP$QTPHTQOJKUYKHGYJGPJGT(CVJGTFKGU
without a son.
then her son has to use it.
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CPFVJGQVJGTUQHVJG=DTQVJGT?VTKDG=KGPַOGOC?VJCVKU=RCTVQH?VJG&ַPÂZxFCZ or sand stone

Marriage amongtribe.
the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles
as the purchase of a HQTVJG[=CNUQ?JCXGC[ÂGZxCIʲ
copper. But the object boughtַOGPַOGOQVCOQPIVJGO=?
is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in
and
their
[ÂGZxCIʲ
ַ
Oă
is
a
Wolf
Head
her clan for the future children of the couple. I explainedor CɒַOă. or wolf mask.

CPF=KVKU?HCPE[2CKPVGF$GECWUGKVKUUJQYPKPVJG$KI2QVNCVEJGUQHVJG$Cዿ=Y?ַU and not in the
VUᏘGVUᏘGSÂQTYKPVGT&CPEG=?
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PQYVJGTGCTGNQVUQH2GQRNG=YJQ?ECNNUVJG[CGZxCIʲַOG crabs.
that is mistake.
page 670.
1 See Appendix,
KVKUVTWG=?[ÄZxCIʲ
ַOGHQTVJCVKU=KGYCU!?JKUPCOG$GHQTJGYGPVQWVKPJKUECPQGVQURGCT፬QWP2 See page 371.
ders or 2ÂRÂ[ÂZÂ2ÂGUG
3 See Appendix,
page 671.
CPFYJKNGJGNQQMKPIHQTVJG፬QWPFGTJGUCYCETCD4WPKPICYC[HCUV
4UPOFTIFBUFEJOUIFኈSFGPSCPJMJOHUIFGPPEUPCFVTFEJOUIFGFBTU
then it was going so fast. that he could not spear it.
then [ÄZxCIʲַOGsaid [ÄZxCIʲַOGYGUVᏘCCSᏘQO¥UÂQTIQVQ=Q?HCUVVJGETCDVJGTG
and when [ÄZxCIʲַOG got lots of children they call them [CGZxÂIʲַOG
CPF'PGO[VTKDGECNNUVJGOETCDUKPUVCFG=QH?YQNXGUVJG4KIJVPCOG

